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THE INVESTMENT BANKERS WHO BLOCK LAETRILE

From the National Health Federation Bulletin, February 1978 and from Sloan-Kettering "Second Opinion"

"Second Opinion" is the house organ of Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York for the rank-and-file employees. Editor for the house organ was Ralph Moss, assistant director for public affairs for MSKCC, at $20,000 a year. He was fired from the job last fall because he wrote and published in "Second Opinion" an article critical of Sloan-Kettering for covering up successful research of the effects of Laetrile on cancer.

Moss was an insider. He was in a position to know, and to tell. He names names -- of the powerful men at the top who deliberately block development and exploitation of effective cancer cures because this would jeopardize their massive investments in the Sick Industry. National Health Federation officials thought Moss's revelations in his Special Report were worthy of reproduction in their Journal. So do we. Here they are:

(In a country) "in which the profit motive is king... the competitive, dog-eat-dog spirit also pervades the world of medicine... While some doctors are truly devoted to their patients' welfare, all too often the doctor's concern for the sick loses out to his own self-interest. The medical profession as a whole is organized to defend its own narrow economic interests..."

"In fact, the medical profession reacts with knee-jerk rapidity against anything which could overturn the apple cart and bring about sweeping changes in the way medicine is practiced, or which would undermine the almost-complete monopoly the profession possess in all matters of health...

"This general atmosphere in medicine helps to explain what is happening to Laetrile. This not to say that Laetrile is an effective anti-cancer agent... but no one can honestly deny that the theory behind it is not provocative and challenging...

"This closed-mind attitude can be illustrated by an incident that took place at Sloan-Kettering several years ago. A person prominent in the Laetrile movement was quietly invited to speak to a select group of doctors. After he finished presenting his 'trophoblastic theory of cancer' -- which holds that cancer is a single disease rather than many different diseases and that Lae-
trile is the sweeping preventive and cure -- a leading SKI chemotherapist exclaimed: 'Well, if that's the case, there isn't a need for Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center anymore, is there?' He proceeded to storm out of the room.

THE EXTENSIVE CANCER BUREAUCRACY

"But doctors alone are not responsible for Laetrile's suppression. For with the passage of the National Cancer Act and the disbursement of billions of dollars in research funds (Nixon's great ripoff of the taxpayers for the benefit of the Sick Industry, RHC) an extensive cancer bureaucracy had grown up to administer those funds.

"These bureaucrats at the National Cancer Institute, the American Cancer Society, the Food and Drug Administration, and Sloan-Kettering itself are enmeshed in their own continual, narrow power plays and jealously guard their own ground. . . We do not believe that anybody is deliberately and maliciously sitting on a cure. Rather, bureaucracy engenders a generally stupefying conservatism. Issues are avoided, and no one wants to be the 'bearer of ill tidings'. . .

"There is an unhealthy skepticism, and even cynicism, about anyone else's claims to progress, especially if it relates to therapy. This is understandable in bureaucrats and fund-raisers who must promote their own institution's work above all others. Even about your own work, it is far safer to talk in general terms about the progress that is being made than to make specific claims that can be proven or disproven.

"Rather than a conscious conspiracy you often find a blanket of apathy or fear about new things. The chronology of the Laetrile tests illustrates this, we think. Why, for example, did it take five years to publish this paper (which still isn't officially published, as of this writing)? Why did it take six months for two experienced researchers (Stock and Martin) to design the first 'blind' test? Sadly, this foot-dragging and fearfulness, vacillation, cynicism and delay are all too common at Sloan-Kettering and we suspect, at other large, centralized research centers as well.

"Scientists suffer in this situation. Whether or not they realize it, they are surrounded by 'electric fences'. So long as a scientist sticks to a safe topic, on well-trod ground, and develops cozy relationships with his peers, he will be rewarded with grants and contracts.

"When a lab's work progresses to the point where it has medical implications, the difficulties really begin. The safe thing is to draw back, go back to your test tubes and 'further studies'. If the scientist persists with a new therapeutic idea, he is bound to run into heavy opposition from those who already occupy the space he is vying for. He finds he cannot get patients to try his new compounds 'on, even if they themselves are willing. He cannot get cooperation from other departments. He cannot get funds, labora-
tory space, even government grants!

"There are a number of exciting, imaginative and worthwhile therapeutic ideas presently 'kicking around' Sloan-Kettering. Experience has shown that few will ever be given a fair test, much less become established forms of treatment.

THE ALL-POWERFUL "THIRD FORCE", AND ITS SECRET DECISIONS

"A third force which makes a fair test for Laetrile almost impossible is also the most powerful: the Board of Trustees. The Board's meetings are closed to the public, and in fact, no notes are kept of what transpires. A look at the composition of the Board, however, shows an awesome concentration of power. These are among the most powerful and richest men in the world!

"Of course, most members of the Board are basically ornaments -- big donors or once-a-year fund-raisers. A handful are really active in the affairs of the Center and personally direct the Administration: they include Laurance S. Rockefeller, Chairman of the Board, Benno Schmidt, Vice-Chairman and a few others.

"These men are all investment bankers. Their primary business interest may therefore seem to be divorced from the realms of cancer research, but actually the two can be closely related. Making profitable investments is often dependent on knowing the latest developments in technology, and Laurance Rockefeller in particular has made much of his money by investing at the initiation of technologically-oriented businesses (Eastern Airlines, McDonnell Douglas, Mallinkrodt Chemicals, etc.) 'In venture capital investment, the main line of Mr. Rockefeller's activities has involved new or young enterprises operating on the 'frontiers of technology', according to his official biography.

"There is nothing illegal about this, but being on the MSKCC Board clearly gives these men access to some of the best scientific talent and ideas in the country, in addition to whatever benefits the position confers. The history of the Memorial Board is intertwined with the personal and business needs of the men on the board, and the general needs of their class.

PROFITING FROM OTHER PEOPLE'S MISFORTUNES

"The Astors founded Memorial Hospital largely because two members of the family were dying of cancer. James Douglas, president of Phelps-Dodge mining company, was fascinated by radium, as a miser is enthralled by gold. He set up an elaborate mining and marketing scheme under government auspices to handle radium, then selling for $150,000 a gram. We are told he did this for the sake of poor cancer victims, but he himself wrote, 'All this story about the humanity and philanthropy is foolish. I want it to be understood that I shall do what I like with the radium that belongs to me'. (H.H. Langton, 'James Douglas, A Memoir', Toronto, 1940, p. 118)

"At the time of the Depression, the Rockefellers took over
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control of Memorial. John D. Rockefeller then entrusted his interest in the hospital to Frank Howard, vice-president of research at Standard Oil Co. Howard, in conjunction with 'Dusty' Rhoads, began to envision a great research institute attached to the hospital which would seek out a chemical cure for cancer, analagous to the newly discovered sulfa drug, Prontosil, the first modern antibiotic.

"There was a catch to Howard's 'humanity', however, just as there was to Douglas's. Drug companies reap superprofits through the perfectly legal expedient of patents. In the eyes of Howard, the cure for cancer had to be a patentable cure or it simply was not worth the effort.

"'To undertake a costly industrial research or development project,' he wrote, 'without inquiring into the patent situation is like drilling an exploratory well without finding out who owns the property on which you drill.' (Lecture at George Washington University, Dec. 5, 1956). (So, the SKMCC search for cancer cures was damned with materialistic greed by soulless human monsters and the Lunar gods behind them before it even got started! RHG)

"Upon the founding of SKI, Howard drew up a legal agreement called the Standard Form, under which SKI agreed to test various compounds for the drug companies, to keep completely silent about its research in progress, to give the companies the right to review all papers about its product, and to provide patents or free licenses to the company should the product turn out to be valuable. Methotextrate, one of the most widely used anti-cancer agents, emerged from this program as the possession of Lederle laboratories, a division of American Cyanamid chemical company. A director of American Cyanamid, James Fisk, sits on the MSKCC Board and is in fact, Chairman of the Board of Sloan-Kettering Institute.

"What's wrong with that? You might ask. At least they're developing a cure for cancer! What is wrong is that promotion of one kind of cancer therapy has brought with it suppression of other kinds. In this case, a chemical cure for cancer was promoted to the rafters, while most other approaches were ignored or suppressed.

PREVENTION? HELL NO! DON'T THREATEN PROFITS!

"The most glaring and tragic example has been suppression of the field of cancer prevention. According to various estimates, 50% to 90% of all cancers are environmentally caused. To this day, however, SKI has only the most paltry program in cancer prevention; only three or four individuals out of several hundred are seriously working on the preventive approach.

"Is it accidental that a research center which has on its board the president of Exxon, a director of American Cyanamid, and the Philip Morris tobacco company has no serious program to study the environmental origins of cancer? We dont think this is a coincidence. In fact, we feel it is inherent in the nature of our entire economic and political system that threatening and re-
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volutionary scientific ideas can be suppressed. There is a good reason for this.

ENORMOUS INVESTMENTS MUST BE FULLY APPRECIATED

"In huge corporations, enormous sums of money are invested in new plants. These plants are supposed to last a certain number of years before they are obsolete. (At least until the investment bankers get their money back with interest! RHC) But science knows no bounds; new inventions, unbridled, can lay low a factory as effectively as a missile! Look at what the transistor did to the vacuum tube industry, or what the calculator did to the adding machine. . ."

"... Modern-day monopoly capitalists have such power over their industries and the economy as a whole that they can delay for many years the appearance of revolutionary techniques which threaten their profits. . ." "This suppression is not limited to cancer, nor is it a recent thing. Justice Louis Brandeis pointed out over 50 years ago that the gas companies tried to suppress the electric light; the electric industry then suppressed development of neon lighting. Western Union fought against the telephone, and then both Western Union and the telephone company opposed radio. In 1937 the Federal Communications Commission found that Bell Telephone had bought up and locked in its vaults 3,400 useful patents for fear a competitor would get hold of them. . . (How many gasoline-saving inventions has Detroit bought up and shelved since 1900? RHC)

"Unless one sees the difficulties of Laetrile and other such therapies or approaches as part of this objective process in our society, one is left with the 'devil' or 'conspiracy' theory. Unfortunately, some people in the Laetrile Movement, even in its leadership, take this view of things. . . We recognize that the FDA has played a suppressive role in the Laetrile controversy and that some of its leaders epitomize a kind of arrogance and pigheadedness which simply is incompatible with good science. . . The focus of the Laetrile movement should be to mobilize large numbers of people to demand the truth from the scientific establishment about this agent and all issues relating to cancer. Exposure of the Laetrile coverup already has been an eye-opener for ten of thousands across the country. It could become a revelation for millions about the real nature of this system."

Abrupt dismissal from his job as editor of the Sloan-Kettering house organ, Second Opinion, was the price Ralph Moss paid for writing the above observations and opinions, and he is so right! Millions of people will have to be mobilized to demand, and get, the truth from our scientific establishment. This is the goal of the National Health Federation Bulletin from which we copied Moss's story. Support the NHF in its fight for truth by subscribing. $10 a year, 212 West Foothill Blvd., Monrovia, California 91016 USA.
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THOTHMA, BUILDER OF THE GREAT PYRAMID

TEMPLE OF THE FALSE OSIRIS

From John Newbrough's "Oahspe"
The Book of Wars Against Jehovih

14. In honor of the prophet of De'yun, the first mortal servant of Osiris, whose name was Thoth (thought), Hojax named himself Thothma, which is to say, God-Thoth; for Osiris told Hojax, "Thou art the very Thoth re-incarnated; and behold, thou shalt be God of the earth."

(Hojax was the Egyptian pharaoh of the time, perhaps 12,000 years ago, and already cursed with the Satanic pride of the Left-Hand Path. When the false Osiris promised him that he would be "God of the earth", he fell for it, hook, line and sinker. In modern times another "pharaoh", Adolf Hitler, received the same flattering messages from the false Christ, Looeamong. It seems likely that Hojax-Thothma, like Hitler and J. Edgar Hoover, was a eunuch from birth, that is physically deformed to where normal sexual relations were impossible; for all of the creative energies of that life are to be poured into the dream of absolute and ruthless power, as the dedicated servant of an elemental God.)

15. Thothma could hear the Gods and talk with them understandably. And to him, Osiris, through his angel servant God, Egypt, gave especial care from his youth up. At the age of sixteen years, Thothma passed the examination in the house of philosophy, and in astronomy and mineralogy. At seventeen he passed The Builder's School and the Histories of the Thousand Gods. At eighteen he was admitted as an Adept in Life and Death, having power to attain the dormant state (deep trance); and to see without his mortal eyes, and to hear without his mortal ears. At nineteen he ascended the throne, it being the time of the death of his father and mother. (No mention here of a balancing, polarizing Queen or female consort for Hojax!)

16. For because Osiris desired to use Thothma, he sent his destroying angels, and they inoculated the breath of Hannah (Hojax's mother) and her husband, and they died by poison in the lungs.

17. Osiris, through his servant God, Egypt, thus spake to Thothma, saying, "My son, my son!"

"I hear thee, O God, what wouldst thou?"

"Provide thou a dark chamber," said Osiris, "and I will come to thee."
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Thothma provided a dark chamber, and then Osiris through his servant God, came to him saying, "Thou hast great wisdom but thou forgettest thy promise!"

"In what, O God?" said Thothma.

"When thou wert in heaven thou saidst, Now will I go down to the earth and reincarnate myself," replied Osiris, "and prove everlasting life in the flesh." For many years Osiris had told this same thing to Thothma until he believed faithfully he had so been in heaven, and returned, and re-incarnated himself for such purpose.

19. And he answered Osiris, saying, "Like a dream it so seemeth to me, even as thou sayest."

20. Osiris asked Thothma what was the greatest, best of all things. Thothma said, "There are but two things, corporeal and spiritual."

"True," said Osiris, "what then is wisdom?"

"To acquire great corporeal knowledge in the first place; and in the second, to acquire spiritual knowledge. But tell me, thou God of wisdom, how can a man attain the highest spiritual knowledge?"

22. "To come in heaven and see for one's self."

"How long shall a man sojourn in heaven in order to learn its wisdom?"

"One day, a hundred days, a thousand years, a million years," replied Osiris, "according to the man."

23. Thothma said, "If one could leave the corporeal part for a hundred days and travel in heaven for a hundred days, would it profit him?"

"To do that is to master death," lied Osiris. "Behold, thou hast already attained the power of the dormant state. To control the course of the spirit; that is the next lesson."

24. "Behold, O God," replied Thothma, "I have attained to the power of the dormant state, even as the magicians who submit to be buried for ninety days. Yea, and I go hence in spirit, and see many things, but my soul is like a breath of wind, and goeth at random."

25. "Provide me a temple and I will come and teach thee," replied Osiris.

"How to keep the body so long, that it be not damaged, that is a question," said Thothma. "The magicians who have been buried long, and being dug up and resuscitated, find their bodies so damaged that they die soon after."

and earth. And it shall be built square with the world, east and west, north and south. And the observing line shall be with the Apex of the Hidan vortex, which lieth in the median line of the variation of the north star, Tuax.

27. "In the form of a pyramid shalt thou build it; measure for measure will I show thee every part.

28. "And thou shalt provide such thickness of walls that no sound, nor heat, nor cold, can enter therein; and yet thou shalt provide chambers within, suitable for thyself and for thy chiefs, and thy friends, who are also adepts. For I have also provided the earth unto heaven, and heaven unto the earth; and my angels shall come and dwell for a season on the earth; and my earthborn shall go and dwell for a season in heaven; yea, they shall come to me on my throne and behold the glories I have prepared for them.

29. "Nor shall my temple be exclusive, but open to all who will pursue the philosophies of earth and heaven (as expounded by this elemental God!). For which thou shalt build it with the sun, moon and stars; and it shall be a testimony unto the nations of the earth that thou art the highest of all mortals, and the first founder of everlasting life in the flesh. For as angels of heaven can return to the earth and take upon themselves corporeal bodies for a season, so shalt thou master thine own flesh to keep it as thou wilt. For this is the end and glory for which I created man on earth."

EGYPTIAN AUSCHWITZ, THE SLAUGHTER OF THE INNOCENTS, Chap. XLIX

1. Osiris then instructed King Thothma to drive out of the land of Egypt all the Faithists, especially the shepherd kings, who could not be made slaves of (because they worshipped the one God).

2. Thothma impressed an army of two hundred thousand warriors, and drove off the shepherd kings, putting to death more than three hundred thousand of them.

(Only 300,000? This Egyptian Hitler was a piker compared to Adolf Schicklgruber who in addition to killing six million Jews, had over 700,000 gypsies and a million other non-Aryan Europeans slaughtered!)

And from the Faithists Thothma took all their possessions, such as houses and lands, and suffered them not to hold any mortal thing in possession; neither permitting them to till the soil, save as servants, nor to engage in any other labor save as servants. And there went out of Egypt, to escape the tyranny of Thothma, three million Faithists, including the shepherd kings, the unlearned. And in regard to the Faithists who remained in the land of Egypt, Osiris, through king Thothma, made the following laws. (To be continued in the July-August Journal. In view of the continuing interest in Pyramids and Pyramidology, and in the treasures from the tomb of Pharaoh Tutankhamen presently touring the country, this story from Oahspe, the new bible, should be most instructive.)
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DON'T SUFFER THE PSYCHIC WARFARE OF ARMAGEDDON

By Mary and Dean Hardy

We read the article, "The Psychic Warfare Of Armageddon Is On", by Edward Sigall, in the Nov-Dec 1977 issue of the Journal. We were wondering why Mr. Sigall didn't express more faith in his Heavenly Father. Mankind should be aware of this warfare. But people should also realize they have a natural, built-in defense system to fight it! Knock and the wonders of the Universe will be opened unto you.

Man is beginning to learn to use his psychic abilities. Hide in the fear of this knowledge and man will lose not only the psychic war that is being fought, but his soul will be buried beneath the vibration of fear. All man has to do is to develop his Third Eye.

A Laser can be destroyed by its own beam. Just put a mirror in front of this mindless instrument and it will burn itself out. Like a Laser, the enemy can be destroyed by sending its own energy back into itself. Allow your aura to take on a mirror-like finish and send the bad energy back to its sender. The Law of the Universe is that whatever you send out you get back many times. If you send Love and Kindness you develop the understanding of the Universe. If you send Hate and Fear you can burn yourself out. A person cannot protect himself forever from the Hate he sends out. Eventually it must return.

First, let us tell you what has been predicted by the Mystic wise men that built the Great Pyramid of Giza. If one is to study the clock that has been built into the pyramid -- the clock that tells of the physical, mental and spiritual development of mankind -- then one knows of the three wars that will affect mankind in the last days.

FIRST, the war that is being fought on the Physical Plane. According to the clock this war started in 1914 and has continued right through until today and even now the threat of a world war on the physical plane is with us. Humans have created such destructive weapons that the next war between the powers will destroy the world. After the war with Hitler's Germany the governments of the world were not allowed a full-scale war which would end in one power winning and the other losing.

Let us now look at the wars in the last 20 years. During the war with Korea, MacArthur was fired when he tried to make this war a full-scale war with China. Vietnam was another war which made
people sadly aware that wars are no longer fought to win. They are fought for other reasons: to protect oil investments, to keep the American economy going; however, the real reason for wars is to secretly demoralize the human race as a whole.

The last scrimmage, between Egypt and Israel, the Yom Kippur lasted only six days. The Egyptian army crossed the Suez canal and was trapped in the desert. Millions of dollars of Russian-made war equipment was lost. Just like a chess game it was. The bankers financing the Yom Kippur war decided they could not afford to lose any more; so they called it off.

SECOND, the war that is being fought on the mental plane. This war started with the depression after World War I. On Jan. 28, 1920 eleven men covertly met for a week of secret conferences at Aix-les-Bains in Switzerland. Five were financiers. Six were international munitions dealers. They planned in detail, and later secretly carried on, the most vicious war of all ages! It was waged under cover for 13 years, 1921-1933. It was the Second World War. The concept was titanic, the purpose diabolic: not only to incite the actual fighting but to gain ownership of control of the gold of the world. By this means they planned to control the means of livelihood of 42 nations and one thousand million people on earth, and reap profits from all their means of production and world trade.

Since there were no armies in trenches, few people recognized that period as war. Yet it was, waged by Machiavellian leaders who planned to gain their ends by ruining nations and starving hundreds of millions of people into economic serfdom. This war is being continued today, with the commodities being food and oil. The control of gold is no longer important.

THIRD, the war that is being fought on the spiritual plane. This was started in 1947. Its purpose is to control the spiritual soul of humanity. All that Mr. Sigall stated about the psychic warfare is true. The dark side of the force can control mankind physically, mentally and spiritually. For the first time in recorded history man, world-wide, could be brainwashed by the media: TV, movies and radio. The Russians have developed the psychic power to control the minds of man. This is the war of ARMAGEDDON, the war that is described in the Book of Revelations.

PYRAMID PROPHECY

All this was predicted by the Mystic Wise Men who built the Great Pyramid. How different it all might have been if we had known at that time, of the prophecies foretelling of these wars and had been guided to crush them before they got started! However, the Mystic Brotherhood has come to our aid again. From any point in the world, their radio station, the Voice of the Andes can be heard. Mankind again has been given a path to guide us
away from the clutches of the Dark Forces.

One fact that the majority of mankind does not realize is that the vibrations of the earth are becoming higher. In the next 20 years mankind will have the opportunity to enter the spiritual world. We will be able to transform all our energies into spirit. It would take pages to explain this but the very fact that the subconscious of humanity knows this, is proof. That is why the movie, Star Wars, has such an effect on so many. It is the first time that so many people are told that the vibrations, frequencies, and energies -- The Force, could be used for good as well as evil. The church has stated this for years but not many have listened. Hence, we are now in the three phases of the last great war, Armageddon.

TURN TO THE HEAVENLY FATHER

Each and every individual is the controlling force in his own spiritual development. The answer to the problem of the spiritual warfare is simple. Men and women must realize that this war cannot hurt them if they turn to the Heavenly Father for answers. Each and every one of us must decide whether he or she is to be part of the answer and serve the Heavenly Father by showing concern and love to all creation, or to become part of the problem by showing fear and hate, and eventually being destroyed by his or her own bad vibrations.

I have heard it said many times in this day and age -- that we live in an exciting period of advancement. We have only to realize this. Some scientists have proven that there is life after death. We are now being challenged to advance ourselves towards the consciousness of understanding a life of no beginning and no ending. We must become psychic and overcome matter.

The Mystic Brotherhood has shown us the way. For thousands of years there has been the Order of Melchi-Zedek on the face of the earth. This order has built the Great Pyramid and many spiritual temples, one in Palestine, one in Thibet and the last one in the Andes mountains. This order of Wise Men transcends many religions. Plato, Pythagoras, Moses, Abraham and Jesus were some of its graduates. Upon graduation the candidate is given the Alpha and Omega symbol, Α. This symbol states, "I am the beginning and the end." These individuals have overcome the consciousness of matter and escaped into the spiritual. They have made the frequency change in their own electromagnetic aura.

The time is near when the whole of humanity can make this change. That is why there is the prophecy of the pyramid. The pyramids were given to humanity to help make this change. The pyramid is an electromagnetic antenna that will help those who use it to raise their frequencies to a higher vibratory rate.
With this tool man can develop the eye that is single, the Third Eye; so he can see the electron spin. Men and women have to realize they are spiritual beings, born of the spirit of the Heavenly Father, not of the clay of matter. Science has achieved the dream of the Hermetic Alchemist; the atom can be controlled. Now men and women must learn that they can control the atoms of their minds! Jesus demonstrated this kind of control. He said, "I am the Light. I am the Way." The pyramid refocuses this light into its two directions so mankind can enter a higher frequency level. Again, man must make the choice, to step out into the Light or stay in the shadow of fear. The war is on.

We feel that the energies focused by the pyramid can help people overcome this war. We are now writing a book to help people understand the life-giving energies of the pyramid and how it can help people develop the Third Eye. We would like to hear from anyone with comment on this. Dean and Mary Hardy, Rte #5, Dumont Lake, Allegan, Michigan 49010.

* * *

"MILD EARTHQUAKE JIGGLES MORNING COFFEE IN ANAHEIM"

Los Angeles "Times", March 9, 1978 - "A small earthquake was recorded in Anaheim (California) just after dawn Wednesday registering a relatively low 3.1 on the Richter scale, according to Cal-Tech scientists. Anaheim police reported no damage or injuries after the 6:49 a.m. temblor, although the department received about 20 phone calls from curious residents."

So, Earthquake Lady Clarisa Bernhardt was vindicated in a small way; for almost a year earlier she had predicted March 8th would see the beginning of extensive seismic activity in the Southern California area; but so far the rest of her prediction has been a dud! As reported in the June 14, 1977 "Star":

"The March 8 quake will cause the Palmdale Bubble to crack," Mrs. Bernhardt said. (The Palmdale Bubble is land, extending along the San Andreas fault in California, which has risen up to one foot over the last 15 years.) "Water will seep into the Imperial Valley, covering Palm Springs completely. The water will reach the Colorado River and spread eastward to Phoenix, Arizona. One day Phoenix will be a beautiful seaport."

"Meanwhile, the water will spread westward to the Pacific Ocean. Los Angeles and San Diego and some of the mountaintops will become islands. Concurrent with this, like a seesaw, land will rise in central and northern California. Nature will close San Francisco Bay and it will become an inland lake. None of this will happen in a cataclysmic way. People will be able to evacuate. There will be a minimum loss of life... Land under the Pacific will have risen (by 2025) and we will be able to drive to Hawaii..."
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"Close Encounters Of The Third Kind" is the science-fiction film we have all been waiting for. In fact, we were waiting for it before we were born! The ghosts in us, the secret stuffs of genetics, was waiting. The Life Force was waiting, waiting to be born, waiting to be called forth.

"Close Encounters" calls. We feel ourselves being born, truly, for the first time.

Let me rewrite that first sentence. We weren't waiting for a science-fiction film. We were waiting for THE film. With no label, no restricting category to smother and box it in.

"Close Encounters" is, in all probability, the most important film of our time. Do I bite off too much of the Universe, take more than I can chew? I think not. For this is a religious film, in all the great good senses, of that much-battered word. For if you check your dictionary on some of the root words from which the word religion sprang, you will find this:

Religare, to bind back. Re, back + legare, to bind, bind together; or re + base leg, to collect.

We have needed to be bound together to the Universe, to the Cosmos. We have needed to collect our souls, our thoughts, our flesh, all in one packet, to feel a compound of the earth we live on, the sun we circle, the nebula we inhabit, and the stars beyond the stars. We are, after all, Star Children.

If this is true, and I say it is because I think it is, "Close Encounters" arrives only just in time to save us from the dust-collectors, the graveyard souls, the self-destroyers, the Doom Makers who, whether they speak with the sick maniac scream of a Mar
tin Scorsese or the epileptic soprano of Ken Russell, invite us to slit our wrists, hang up our skins, and give over to the Death Wish.

Steven Spielberg senses that we have had quite enough of this nonsense, quite enough of coming out of theaters at noon to find it is midnight, quite enough of jumping from high windows with no net, quite enough of getting out of bed in the morning, taking one look at the world and waiting to climb back in to pull the covers over our heads.

WE'RE ALL ONE RACE

Spielberg has made a film that can open in New Delhi, Tokyo, Berlin, Moscow, Johannesburg, Paris, London, New York and Rio De Janeiro on the same day to mobs and throngs and crowds that will never stop coming because for the first time someone has treated all of us as if we really did belong to one race.

Without saying it, "Close Encounters" infers the following:

The trouble with politics is that it is political.
The trouble with religion is that it is denominational.
The trouble with nations is that they are insular, chauvinistic, national.

Spielberg, with "Close Encounters", trashes the red tape, crosses every line, refuses labels and barriers. The film is apolitical. Its religion has no denomination. Its nation is that of the Greek philosopher who told us all to be citizens of the Universe.

For when the moment arrives at the end of this film when the greatest Encounter ever occurs, we feel one door of Time close for once and all, and the finest, most beautiful door, the door of true immortality, open upon tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow. The thing we have prayed for, thought of at 3 in the morning, wanted at dawn, hoped for on some winter afternoon when the sun went down at 2 o'clock, has finally arrived into our hands -- to encounter Forever and know it, own it, be it.

With Spielberg's extraterrestrial Visitors, traveling to blueprint/starchart out the most titanic territorial imperative, we will go on a Journey. And the Journey, oh, do understand, oh, do feel, do see, lasts a billion lifetimes. This is the true promise at the core of "Close Encounters", the thing which speaks so profoundly and so well that I dare to predict that in every way aesthetically or commercially, it will be the most successful film ever produced, released or seen. It will be the first film in history to gross $1 billion, all by itself.

And it will deserve each and every dollar that it earns. For unlike "2001", which almost knew what it wanted to say, but faltered in its conclusions, unlike "Star Wars" which had little to say but said it with great technical flair and proficiency, "Close En-
counters" knows exactly where the center of the Universe is.

**TO ASSURE THE BEGINNING OF ETERNAL EXISTENCE**

And the center is that moment in Time when two fleshes reach across a five billion year experiment in birthing and look upon each other, as teacher and student, as similar impossibilities, and know that the long nightmare is over, and the beginning of eternal existence assured.

Every priest, minister, rabbi in the world should preach this film, show this film to their congregations. Every Moslem, every Buddhist-Zen or other-wise in the world can sit down at this movable feast and leave well-fed. That's how big this film is. That's why it will be around the rest of our lives making us want to live more fully, packing us with its hope and energy based not on any false Pollyanna optimism, but on the practicality of genetics in ferment.

The great truth it teaches is that human beings, no matter what their shape, size, color, or far star-country or origin, are on their way to Becoming, Deciding to Be, deciding to travel in order to stay, deciding to live rather than dooming themselves to graveyard pits on separate worlds.

I will leave to others also any weighing and measuring the cast and their performances. My job here is to interpret what I think I have run into and been knocked down by.

"Close Encounters" finally, causes, us to remember H.G. Wells' 1936 film, "Things To Come", which grew a wild flock of children to become astronauts and land us on the Moon and Mars. In that film, Cabal, the hero pointed to the stars and the first rocket fired up toward them.

"Which shall it be?" he asked. "Do we stay on Earth and die, or do we move on out toward Orion and Andromeda? Which shall it be?" he repeats.

What was asked in 1936 is answered in 1977, in a full, strong, glorious young voice. Steven Spielberg, probably the son of H.G. Wells, certainly the grandson of Jules Verne, and the prophet of our new book of Genesis, has shouted his reply.

It is in the affirmative.

We are, after all, we tiny humans, we paradoxical monsters, we lovely beings, worth saving.

The echoes of his filmed reply will move on through all the generations to come.

* * *

To counter the positive effects of "Close Encounters" the U.S. Air Force has hired producer Jack Webb to do a television series titled "Project UFO", in prime time, Sunday nights, NBC-TV. Air Force UFO researchers are glorified and bewildered civilians sighting UFOs are depicted as dupes or frauds. Same old story!
"THEY COME AND THEY GO, FROM THE SEEMING
NOTHINGNESS OF SPACE"

From the Round Robin Journal of August 1948
at the home of Mark and Irene Probert, San
Diego, California. Mark in trance and under
control:

"Good afternoon. I am the Raja Natcha.
There are many things you wish to talk about
this afternoon. Perhaps I shall be able to
answer a few of your questions. Regarding
sky phenomena (the Flying Saucers), I will
try to speak a little while about that.

"It is known, down through the ages,
that such phenomena have taken place, not
only in your sky, but also upon the ground,
on the seas -- many mysterious sea boats,
as well as flying objects; many peculiar
phenomena upon the land, such as strange and odd looking animals.
They come and they go. Sometime your men of science will discover
that in this seeming nothingness that you call ether, the air,
there is an abundance of somethingness; it is only a matter of being
able to part the curtains. While I say 'only' I do not wish you
to believe it is a simple thing.

"In most cases it is a spontaneous parting of the curtain,
thrusting the forces from one world into another. If we are to
understand that all our physical world as you see it is made up
of atoms, is it not logical to suppose that there are constructs
in an unseen world? It is merely, too, a matter of vibratory rate
in regard to the eyes, the speed of vibration, and the capability
of the eye to pick up that vibration.

"Now, Dr. Layne, I do not think that any of us propose to
change our statements about the phenomena of the sky a bit. These
are not, however, from what we call the world of the departed ego,
no. There are many planes of consciousness; there are many varied
rates of vibrations, of substance -- and, as Ramon Natalli once
said -- it is all substance; it is all a part of physical life;
there is no true end to substance. Gradations, that is all. Can
I say more?

"We understand the theory you have been explaining," replied
Meade Layne. "We understood you to say, too, formerly, that these
spacecraft are constructed by what we call ethereal peoples, on
etheric levels of substance -- experimental craft, throughout his-
tory, sent into our atmosphere prior to the collapse of a civili-
ization. Is that approximately correct?"

"That is," replied Natcha, "and we still hold it to be true.
Many of your mystic organizations have contact with such beings.
Much of the material of ancient peoples is given back to future
peoples, through these organizations, who receive the information
from the etheric people, thereby keeping a continued record of all the world affairs throughout the history of the physical world.

"We have much alleged data concerning the astral regions," said Meade, "but very little about the regions we are now discus-
sing. Do they correspond in any way with the Lokas in Oriental philosophy?"

A CHANGE OF VIBRATION IS A CHANGE OF LOCATION

"Yes, they do. There is only one way that I know of to describe the difference between my world and the etheric world, rates of vi-
bration; that is all."

"Then the etheric world is not entered from this physical plane by a person at the time of death?" asked Meade.

"No," replied the Raja.

"Are these Ethereans born into our world?"

"Born and live and die in their own world."

"Do they habitually have contact with our plane?"

"The advanced ones, yes. But like on your physical plane here, only those who seek knowledge of it."

"We are told that the earth itself is considered as a Loka, that this Loka extends to the outer limits of the atmosphere, that the second Loka extends as far as Arcturus, and as many as five or six are named as lying beyond. Have you any comment on this teach-
ing?" asked Meade.

"This, as you have stated, is true, as I have said," replied the Raja Nacha. "How else could you on this earth know these things unless these things existed? And how else could they be taught except through the channels of Mystic organizations? Every plane of consciousness holds its Mystic orders, and each plane passes down knowledge of itself to others."

"The public is skeptical. Yet it is seeking an explantion for the Flying Saucer phenomena. Is there any form in which that explanation can be given which would be intelligible?"

"I fully understand that the problem is a difficult one," replied the Raja. "However, I do not think that it is impor-
tant that the public at large grasps the situation at all (1948), but rather that your educated men do. There is a possible way of approach to the public by resorting to such explanations as the fourth, fifth and sixth dimensional worlds. They will not under-
stand it, or any other terms that you may use. But there will be a few, and maybe quite a number, who will at least strive to get a mental picture of what is actually going on. But as to the people at large, ladies and gentlemen, no, you will not put this thing over."

"We have been considering the term Fourth Dimension. People
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have heard it and will think they understand it. But the idea that these things materialize is unfamiliar to most people and is hard to explain."

"If these are Etheric beings, why do they not use Etheric space craft?" interjected a sitter at the seance.

"What do you think they are doing? That is precisely what they are doing," replied the Raja. "But they have lowered the vibration of the construct (Flying Saucer) to the extent that it is visible to the physical eye. But how to explain this to, as you say, even your men of science? I do believe that a true scientist does already have some knowledge of such things."

"I think many of them do," observed Meade.

THE PATTERNS OF THOUGHT, THE FIFTH DIMENSION

"All right then," said the Raja. "Don't you think it is rather futile and something of a waste of valuable time to try to put it across to others? Because truly, they are not yet awake! Their minds have not yet been able to come to that pattern of thought."

"The problem is that if these appearances continue," said Meade, "we are likely to have something approaching panic. It might even precipitate war through fear of attack by some foreign power, or public hysteria. It seems that some kind of a story should be told the public -- even a plausible lie."

"A lie would, no doubt, be better," said the Raja.

"I am glad to have that moral support, sir," said Meade.

"Now, possibly you could escape war, should such danger arise on account of these things, by the scientists of various nations calling a little get-together, a friendly chat, forgetting that they come from different nations and remembering only that the subject is the important thing. But I suppose that is out of the question -- though I dare say you might get the Russian scientists for a friendly chat -- but probably not without the consent of the rulers who have a thumb on them."

"The real problem is up to the military and air authorities who are entrusted with national defense," said Meade. "It is doubtful if any of them realise the true situation. If they have the truth they would not dare tell it. Nor, on the other hand, can they think up any other story to palm off on the public."

(We remember that at this time, August 1948, the late Ray Palmer had already come out with the first issue of "Fate" magazine. This featured Ken Arnold's story of looking into the Grand-daddy of all Saucer sightings, the Maury Island-Puget Sound incident of June 1947. Arnold, staggered by all the implications of what had happened -- and of what was happening to him! -- called on the military for help. At that time the wartime OSS (Office of Strategic Services) organized under the direction of a devout Catholic,
General "Wild Bill" Donovan, to engage in espionage and sabotage of our foreign enemies, was being reorganized into the CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) to also conduct espionage and sabotage of domestic "enemies" here at home. One of the central figures in that 1947-48 reorganization was Douglas Dillon, a Wall Street banker representing the Morgan and Rockefeller interests. So, at this time, Arnold called Military Intelligence at Hamilton Field. An Air Force captain and a lieutenant came in their two-motored bomber plane, listened to the details of the sighting, teased Arnold and the others with vivid descriptions and pictures of Flying Saucer sightings elsewhere in the country, then apparently lost all interest in the case, though they reluctantly accepted a box of Flying Saucer fragments before leaving. On the flight back to Hamilton the bomber caught fire in flight, crashed and the two Military Intelligence officers were killed.

(Then Arnold's buddy in the Maury Island investigation, airline pilot Captain Smith, called Military Intelligence at McChord Field. A Major Sander finally arrived. He was so smooth he must have been one of the top graduates in the Army's Psycho-Political Warfare School. He practically hypnotized Arnold and Smith into believing the Maury Island incident was a gigantic hoax. Yet he was very, very careful to take all of their Flying Saucer fragments, their physical evidence back with him when he left, leaving them none. Here is evidence of governmental coverup in one of the earliest and best Flying Saucer sightings in the books! This verifies Meade Layne's guesstimate of the situation in 1948 (on the preceding page) and shows that the Intelligence services were prepared, public-relations-wise, to handle the Flying Saucer phenomenon before it became general knowledge in 1947.)

"It is very unfortunate that so few of them are capable of thinking in such terms as we are using here," said the Raja. "I'm extremely sorry that I cannot solve such a problem but I doubt whether God could. I'm afraid I can say nothing further except to assure you that what we have said in the past about these phenomena still holds and we still stand by it."

"We have been told, Raja, that these craft make their appearance shortly prior to the collapse of a civilization or a culture. Is that true with regard to their present appearance?"

"I am not too sure that I should answer that question because well, I suppose it will not hurt this group."

"It will not hurt," replied Meade.

"Your civilization is at its peak. I am speaking of civilization at large, not of this country only. On top of all else have come your stormy minds -- the upheaval of world emotions; and these cannot fail to have a tremendous effect on the earth elements, and to bring some terrible disasters upon the world. You will please to excuse me. I sense considerable tiredness in the boy." The medium, Mark Probert.
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THE PATTERNS OF CREATIVE THOUGHT, THE FIFTH DIMENSION

"The Fourth Dimension was described as Throughness. The Fifth Dimension can be described as WITHINNESS. This means that the cause of every growing thing, the form upon which it is built, the force which holds that form intact, and the energy which causes it to grow are not factors which come from outside it, from some other spot in space. They are all welling up from that tremendous dimension of Withinness -- the FIFTH DIMENSION -- which will not be understood by humanity as a whole for many hundreds of years.

"Each dimension, as it becomes discovered, understood and applied, gives us the use of greater forces. The unthinking man would consider that a stone hatchet was of more strength than one of a gaseous substance. Let him watch, however, the way in which an acetylene blowpipe cuts through metals -- even under water, where his hatchet would be quite unwieldly. When fourth-dimensional forces are used they are able to master anything in the third-dimensional world.

"The fifth-dimensional forces, whatever they are, should be more powerful than any of the others. We have already observed what terrific force must be active to hold a design permanently in the atmosphere (or a space ship in space) immune to any disturbances or conditions. The force of fire is strong, but it is susceptible to many things. Electricity depends upon movement, it has to come from somewhere and to go somewhere, and it gets used up. But this mysterious Fifth Dimension seems to belong to quite different laws and conditions. The designs are there, immutable, immovable, held there by the primal force of creation. They are independent of movement, or of modification.

"Another point to note is this. Inasmuch as we find the design of a fern or a tree prolonged through space, we must consider that the design of a human body (or of a Flying Saucer) may be there also -- perhaps in a different degree of crystallization, or rate of vibration, perhaps depending upon other forms of 'frost' or sunshine to bring it to visible solidification. Before man invented a glass window-pane he could not see the frost flowers (on the glass in winter); he would have denied their possibility. Assuredly later on he will invent another type of surface upon which other 'archetypal' forms will congeal. We will consider what steps have already been achieved in this direction later on.

"Meanwhile a study of the Fifth Dimension has shown us three things: (a) the fact of designs running throughout the atmosphere; (b) the fact that several designs exist independently in the same space; (c) the supposition that it is the original design or individuality which sets up radiation and sends forth rays; and (d) that there is a tremendous force behind all this holding it in place.
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"Let us now consider if we can find any analogy to these activities within, for instance, a human being.

"We will take at random one of the many strange medical recordings, that of a woman dying of cancer, who was put upon the operating table as a last resource. After commencing to operate it was discovered that the cancers were too numerous and too far advanced for the slightest hope to be entertained; so the surgeon stitched up the incisions without having done anything at all. The woman was to die, but when she recovered consciousness they told her cheerfully that the operation had been a complete success. The patient made a rapid recovery, to their amazement, and all cancerous growths disappeared.

"A few years ago this case would have remained a complete enigma, but today there is more chance of an explanation. So much has been and is being done from the angle of vibrations, and it has been demonstrated that disease and health are all a question of varying vibrations or rhythms. (The Lakhovsky MWO and Radionic diagnostic and treatment equipment. RHC) If one can shatter these rhythms at a given spot and impose a new tempo upon them, one apparently causes the protons and electrons to recollect in differing proportions, forming a different pattern, and a tissue or substance of a different kind takes place. . . The latest types of healing electrical instruments are those which deal with the radiations of shortest wavelength and highest frequency, thus becoming ever more subtle and delicate."

In his clinical work in San Francisco in the 1920s Dr. Albert Abrams determined that the vibratory rate of the major diseases was around 43 megacycles. This is just below Channel 2 on your television set, which is 54 megacycles. Cataracts are 43 megacycles, for instance; Lues (syphilis) is 43.322 megacycles; Tuberculosis is 43.346 mc; Carcinoma (cancer) is 43.350; Pneumonia is 43.352 mc; and
Radium Burns are 43.357 megacycles. The full listing of Abrams' Electronic Disease Classifications is on page 72 of our $5.00 book, "ERA, The Electronic Reactions of Abrams". The latest models of his Oscilloclast had these vibratory rates built into it so the doctor could obtain the rate merely by pushing a button.

FIFTH DIMENSIONAL MIND OVER MATTER

"Many doctors will admit that it is usually impossible to know how much of the work of healing has been bone by the instrument," continues Ms. Alder, "and how much has been achieved by the patient himself under his own subconscious collaboration. With some of the latest of these vibrational healing instruments it has been found that in some cases the patient is able finally to do the same work upon or within himself without the instrument! The procedure has been registered by his subconscious mind which now uses his own 'animal'electricity to shatter and rebuild the rhythms in his body. This process has been loosely named auto-suggestion, hypnosis, etc., and no scientific explanation of it has yet been given. But it does prove that within man is a will or force which can act from behind the patterns and designs upon which his tissues are built, and, changing their rhythms, can bring forth another design in the same space!"

"We thus find a complete analogy with our frost flowers and our five dimensions within the activities of the human form. We have the first three dimensions presenting to us the complete physical person, the Fourth Dimension radiating all the life, energy and emotion through him, the Fifth Dimension containing all the myriad alternative patterns which can play various parts within his form; and finally that something behind it all, that will or force which is able to decide the final issue..."

If you go back now and re-read Phineas Parkhurst Quimby's article, "Taking A Doctor's Opinion For Truth Is Disease!", in the March-April Journal, you will have a much better understanding of the various forces at work in Quimby's phenomenal record of healing work. The above quotes are from Vera Stanley Alder's "The Fifth Dimension", published at $2.75 by Samuel Weiser Inc., 734 Broadway, New York, NY 10003, 1971, Third Impression.

For the Cabalist the Fifth Dimension -- its lowest aspect at least -- must be represented by Tiphareth, the Sixth Center or Sephirah on the Tree of life, the Christ center. The Fourth Dimension would be represented by Seven-Netzach, Eight-Hod, and Nine-Yesod (the Moon).

AUTO-SUGGESTION or SELF-HYPNOSIS

Good suggestions for the use of Self-Hypnosis came from the Temple Dancer who took over Mark Probert's body during the seances. His intention was to clear Mark's body and aura of negative vibes with chants or mantrams and rhythmic movements of body and arms.
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The mantra were chanted in a foreign tongue but the Dancer could speak fair English.

"Should the AUM be pronounced as one syllable or two?" asked Meade Layne.

"It is pronounced Ah-oo-um, but some say Ah-oom."

"What is the difference in the effect?"

"It depends upon what it is used for," replied the Dancer. "Almost all this work depends a great deal upon the user; although a person who knows a little about it, if he uses the words right, sends out the right vibration, he will bring to his immediate surroundings the conditions produced by that particular vibration."

"Would any word used with the same motive be helpful?"

"Yes, any word used to attract or hold the attention of a person is a message; the falling of a tree in the forest is a message; the noise of a brook is a message to hold the attention of someone. Sound was the first thing to bring the Universe into being. It held the attention of the Great Mind."

"Could mantrams be used to advantage for self-imposed Hypnosis?" asked Dr. Cosmon.

"Yes," replied the Dancer. "You use sound to bring on the state of self-hypnosis. If you use that, you had better use the same sound to bring you out again... Whether it is a light, a noise, or a smell, all the senses are extremely sensitive to suggestion. They are all there for that purpose, and the suggestion as a whole is to keep you and hold your awareness to physical life. The same state can be brought on through any of the senses. The words used depend on the mind of the individual and the one he wants to hold under his spell. Is that clear?"

"I was speaking of self-hypnosis," said Dr. Cosmon..."

"It is possible by using the AUM and at the same time concentrating thought on a certain spot in the body to start vibration in that spot. Is that dangerous?" asked Meade.

"It depends on you think of it," replied the Dancer. "If you fear it, you will have trouble. And if you practice it for some time, you will find you can induce vibration without the sound."

"Can it be used for therapeutic reasons, for healing?"

"Yes, much can be done so."

"Is the vibration not there all the time?" asked Meade.

"Yes, the vibration is felt first in the psychic body. The vibration starts some time before it comes into the physical consciousness."

"I believe this method of healing is much used in the East?"

"Yes, it is used to perfection in some Eastern orders."
The Temple Dancer interview is from BSRF No. 8-F of the Probert Seance Memoranda, recorded in November 1948. It also includes conversations with Lao Tse, The Yada di Shi 'ite, Sister Theresa Vandenberg, Arakashi, Prof. Luntz, Ramon Natalli and the Raja Natcha. 58 pages, $2.50.

FIFTH DIMENSION HEALING BY A BUDDHIST PRIEST

"I made a very interesting contact while living in Seattle that might interest BSRAssociates. Through a friend who is a professor at the University of Washington I met a young man from Siam who is a student there. He comes from one of the royal families and carries the title of Prince in Siam. He is in this country studying Ceramic engineering, which he is taking at the University of Washington, since it is one of the six universities in the U.S. with complete facilities for this course.

"One afternoon the conversation turned to religion and magic, and he told me the following experience that happened to him personally.

"It seems that in the royal families each individual has his own priest or spiritual advisor and a very close relationship exists between them. One day the Prince (his name has eight syllables so I just call him Prince) broke his arm below the elbow. He called his priest, who took him to the temple. After lighting incense in the burner in front of the main Buddha, the priest anointed the skin over the broken bone with warm coconut oil. He then spoke a certain word to the Prince and told him to put everything out of his mind but that word and to concentrate deeply upon it. The priest then tapped on the dais on which the Buddha sat, with a teakwood wand, chanting a mantra all the while. Then he gently stroked the skin over the broken bone with the wand, repeating a mantra, and the bone was healed, instantly.

"I asked the Prince if the healing didn't involve faith on his part. He said that it didn't, that in fact at the time he was sure that the break couldn't be healed without going to a doctor and having it set, but that out of regard for his priest he submitted to the treatment. Not that he didn't believe that it could be done for others, but that he was sure it wouldn't work for him.

"Somehow, after reading Max Long's 'Secret Science Behind Miracles', I cannot find any of the things my little Siamese friend told me seem too strange, and they did not all pertain to healing, either. Some of the things the priests do seem to be done just for the fun of it, or to mystify an audience. . . .

"He told me that Astrology is a revered science among the priesthood in Siam and that much care and ceremony goes into the making of a natal horoscope. He said that the priests had astrological knowledge unknown to the rest of the world and that their horoscopes were so correct it was really uncanny. . . ."

Vivian Brinkley, Astoria, Oregon
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And the Buddhist priests of Siam used their secret astrological knowledge and magick to maintain political and economic control of the country! This is why every member of the royal family had his or her personal priest. Where there is no separation of Church and State the Church rules because of the priestly knowledge and practice of Mind Control -- until finally the nation becomes so backward and corrupt it takes a revolution to kill the spiritual gangsters off or throw them out. President Nixon had his priestly spiritual advisor in the White House, Father McLoughlin, a Jesuit, and look what happened to him!

Vivian Brinkley was living temporarily in San Diego in the early days of BSRA, while her husband was at sea with the U.S. Navy, in 1945-46-47. She helped Meade Layne get out the Round Robin journal and other BSRA publications, and sat in on the early Mark Probert seances. She passed on several years ago. Her letter to Meade about the magickal experiences of the Siamese Prince was written in 1949 and published in the September 1949 Journal. Now back to the present and its letters to us.

**PRAISING THE RUSSIANS WITH SILENCE?**

"Sure, I'll renew. You have many truths but many lies. You state that the bad weather in the east is for our sins in Vietnam. But you say nothing about the USSR who caused it all to happen in the first place. You state you believe in Christ. It must be the Looeamong, the false Christ who you believe; for you condemn us and praise with your silence the Soviets who are ruthlessly trying to stamp out the true Christ with mass murder all over the earth. Your neighborhood Maog who calls us Goyim (cattle) and the True Christ who calls them Swine is back of it all, which means perhaps that you and your wife are some who the True Christ cast out of the Temple or sympathize with them with Silence. I certainly hope not that the above is your personal case."

J.A.W., Carrolton, Ohio

The sins of the Russians are so well known and so well publicized in the news media that we dont need to waste any space on them here! One sin we dont want to be guilty of is to be a propagandist for the false Christ, Looeamong. We believe that the insidious political manipulations of Looeamong's blind and fanatical followers are a greater threat to liberty here in the United States than are the Russians from outside. This is why we maintain the unending struggle against native Fascism. We fight to maintain our right to publish this Journal without fear of censorship by any political or religious authority, right or left!

That right to publish, the free press, is guaranteed under our Constitution. So, the Peter Beters of the Right and the Communists of the Left have their right to publish also. It is up to you to use your all-important sense of discrimination to determine what is fact
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and what is propaganda.

HELP! RUSSIA IS READY TO TAKE US OVER!

"Under separate cover am sending St. Petersburg papers' daily coverage of the air war to back up Peter Beter despite your put-down. As the USSR moves into Cuba 200,000,000 U.S. souls are hostage to (1) Panama takeover (2) occupation."

C.H.W., St. Petersburg, Florida

PSYCHOLOGICAL WAR AGAINST THE PEOPLE

"How correct you are about Peter Beter! We got quite a few of his tapes and then stopped because we suddenly realized that his mission was to wage psychological war against the people of this country. He is probably in the employ of the Rockefellers and the rest of the Mogols to soften up the already-weak minds of the masses. We stopped and are doing just as you suggested (for a long time already) keeping to ourselves and staying at home as much as possible. By the way, what is the Borgo Santo Spirito?"

The Borgo Santo Spirito is the home of the Black Pope, the Father General of the Society of Jesus, in Rome. This Spanish Catholic is head of the Pope's Commandos and Looeamong's chief agent on the physical plane. Interesting that Pedro Arrupe, of Basque ancestry, should be on foreign missionary service in Japan and within sight and sound of Hiroshima when our first atomic bomb fell there. When the Jesuits fanned out across the world 400 years ago their mission was to prepare the world for conversion to Christianity, the Roman Catholic brand, of course. That mission has not changed. Looeamong, a vile elemental god from the moon, still wants to establish his Holy Roman Empire in the four corners of the earth. Japan was under the control of the false Buddha, Enochissa, when the Jesuits came to subvert the nation. He wasn't about to give up his earthly kingdom, this moon god, this Lunar Pitri, so the Jesuits were thrown out 400 years ago. The same thing was true of India which was, and still is, under the control of the false Brahms, Kabalactes. As long as these elemental gods from the moon can find blind, devoted followers here on the earth there will be religious wars to maintain and expand their earthly, and heavenly, kingdoms. The continuing religious war in Lebanon, between Lebanese Catholics and Moslems, is a good example — and we have our great munitions industry here in the United States, financed by Wall Street, supplying arms to both sides! The devil is a great businessman, as well as a sanctimonious Christian.

THE GOLD IS REALLY GONE FROM FT. KNOX, IT SAYS HERE

"I got a shock listening to those Peter Beter tapes. I racked my brain trying to figure out where I could get the straight poop on Beter. Finally I recalled it was a journalist friend, Tom Valentine, who broke the original Ft. Knox gold story for Beter in the
'National Tatler' two or three years ago (to the effect that the Rockefeller's had succeeded in swiping all the government gold in Ft. Knox, Kentucky and replacing it with bronzed lead bars). Tom says Beter was okay on the Ft. Knox story. That has now been documented and is airtight.

"But the publicity went to Beter's head. He decided to dig out and break out other news scoops. He gave some of them to Tom; but when Tom checked them out -- to protect his own reputation as a top notch reporter -- he found that Beter was manufacturing the stories. Beter would get hold of some small fact that he would then weave a great big story plot around.

"He developed paranoia with respect to the Rockefellers -- and blamed absolutely everything on them. His stories regarding Patty Hearst and the Shaped Charge planted in the Kennedy assassination car proved to be absolute nonsense.

"Beter is making a living as a divorce attorney in Washington DC. He is today a very sick man, mentally and perhaps physically. So now I can go sleep tonight knowing that practically none of Beter's nonsense on the tapes is anything for me to worry about."

M.G.W., Miami, Florida

An amusing sidelong on the Ft. Knox gold story is that recently President Carter has spoken publicly about the possibility of selling some of the Ft. Knox gold and using the money to shore up our falling dollar. He and banker David Rockefeller are good friends. If the real Ft. Knox gold is gone, the President must have received a hurry-up call from Rockefeller telling him to lay off the gold-selling idea, or else! We understand the Peter Beter tape distributing center is in Texas. If so, this suggests that Texas oil money is behind this propaganda effort of the false Christ to keep people in fear; so, Beter's wealthy backers should be paying people to listen to the tapes, the better to keep them under restrictive control of fear.

THE BACKWARD, INVOLUTIONARY PULL OF THE LUNAR PITRIS

Every race and nation has its Saviors and They are always depicted as Sun Gods. This is because They do represent the Life-force of the Solar Logos, the All-Present Creator of our evolutionary system. Every race and nation has its organized priesthood which makes a martyr out of the Savior because if His efforts are to succeed, people will be freed from form. The Moon Gods are the builders and controllers of form. The priesthood, under the guidance of its Moon God, takes the image of the Savior and enshrines it in church, temple or mosque and uses that Form to keep the people of the nation under control. This is power! And how men and women love power for its own sake.

Thus the War in Heaven, between the Sun Gods and the Lunar or Moon Gods, and the resulting Armageddon here on earth for con-
trol of our minds, our emotions and our bodies. We speak here of the Lower Mind of the animal soul and personality. A good example of the Lower Mind at work is back on page 3 of this issue in the quote from James Douglas, president of the Phelps-Dodge Mining Corp., and his single-minded drive to develop radium as a highly profitable "drug" for the treatment of cancer.

"All this story about the humanity and philanthropy is foolish. I want it to be understood that I shall do what I like with the radium that belongs to me."

And what Douglas liked to do was to make money on the misfortunes of others. With unprincipled scoundrels like this heading our giant corporations is it any wonder that our national economic life is in such chaos?

THE HIGHER MIND

The Higher Mind is a function of our human soul or Individuality. This Higher Self is the embodiment of unselfish love, honor, fidelity, faith, hope, charity, service to others without thought of material reward. It is the product of many lives of struggle and self-sacrifice in the physical world. Struggle with the Form aspect of Creation, which tends to restrict life and confine it; but it also disciplines life and develops character. Thus the need for Evil and for the Moon Gods who are builders of form in any constellation, solar system or planet.

In his monumental "Treatise On Cosmic Fire", written through Alice A. Bailey, the Master D.K. writes: "The true alchemist therefore in days to come will in every case seek to stimulate the radioactivity (the Fifth Dimensional Withinness) of the element or atom with which he is working and will centre his attention upon the positive nucleus. By increasing its vibration, its activity, or its positivity, he will bring about the desired end. The Masters do this in connection with the human spirit and do not concern Themselves at all with man's deva (elemental) aspect. The same basic rule will be found to apply in the case of a mineral as well as of a man.

"The process as carried on by the Dark Brotherhood (the Lunar Pitris and their human Lower Astral and Physical Plane agents). They centre the attention on the form (as long as it is useful to them and their selfish purposes), then seek to shatter and break that form, or the combination of atoms, in order, to permit the central electric fire to escape. They bring this result through external agencies (religious wars, political assassinations, burning people at the stake), and by availing themselves of the destructive nature of the substance (elemental essence) itself. They burn and destroy the material sheath, seeking to imprison the escaping volatile essence as the form disintegrates."

One form of imprisoning is Extreme Unction, the Last Rites
performed by any of the priesthoods. This guarantees that the devout Indian goes to his Happy Hunting Ground; the Hindu goes to his Nirvana; the Moslem goes to his Paradise; the Papist goes to his Catholic Heaven. Thus it is more than likely that the immortal soul will seek reincarnation again in a family of that religion, and the Lunar Pitri who has assumed the mantle of the Savior of the race for his own selfish purposes, maintains his control of millions of devoted followers.

A SETBACK TO ORDERED DEVELOPMENT

"This (imprisonment) hinders the evolutionary plan in the case of the life involved," writes D.K., "delays the consummation, interferes with the ordered progress of development, and puts all the factors involved in a bad position. The life (or entity) concerned receives a setback, the devas work destructively, and without participation in the purpose of the Plan, and the magician is in danger, under the Law of Karma and through the materialising of his own substance by affinity with the third aspect (Binah on the Tree of Life, the feminine or form-giving aspect of Creation)."

"Black magic of this nature creeps into all religions along this very line of the destruction of the form through outer agency, and not through the liberation of the life through inner development and preparedness. It produces the evils of Hatha Yoga in India and similar methods as practised in certain religions and occult orders in the Occident also. Both work with matter on some plane in the three worlds, and do evil that good may come; both control the devas and attempt to produce specific ends by manipulation of the matter of the form.

"The Hierarchy works with the soul within the form and produces results that are intelligent, self-induced and permanent. Wherever attention is centred on the form and not on the Spirit, the tendency is to deva worship, deva contact and black magic; for the form is made of deva (elemental) substance on all planes."

THE "IMPRISONMENT" OF WOMEN

"Dear Dr. Crabb: A major attack on your human rights is under way. Despite the monumental 1973 Supreme Court decision upholding a woman's right to make her own decision about abortion, a strange yet powerful coalition of anti-women forces is intent upon forcing its personal beliefs on every woman who faces an unwanted pregnancy."

"At stake is a principle which extends far beyond the immediate question of abortion law. At stake is the principle that the will of the majority shall not be thwarted by the reactionary, vociferous and well-financed pressure tactics of the few. 81% of all Americans and 76% of all Catholics support the right of women to choose a safe and legal abortion. And yet, despite the overwhelming feeling of the majority this fundamental right of women to control their own bodies is in greater danger now than at any time in recent history."
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"Why? Because a powerful lobby generally known as the so-called Right To Life group is well organized and getting bolder by the day. Supporters of the anti-women position include not only the traditional "right to life" groups but an unlikely axis of other groups including the Christian Crusade, the John Birch Society, the Ku Klux Klan, and the National States Right Party.

"Although the Constitution guarantees Separation of Church and State the major supporter of the anti-choice lobby is a religious group, the National Conference of Catholic Bishops. The intimidation of the Presidential candidates by the Roman Catholic hierarchy is an exercise of political power which threatens the rights of all Americans.

"Contemptuous of the Supreme Court's resounding assertion of a woman's fundamental right to decide whether or not to bear a child, the anti-choice groups have set out to rip this right out of the Constitution. And they are succeeding with their threats!

"They have threatened and succeed in forcing Congress to pass legislation effectively prohibiting federal funds for abortions. The result? The poor are forced to return to back alley butchers!

"They have threatened and succeeded in persuading dozens of members of Congress to introduce a Constitutional Amendment to deprive women of their rights to abortions, to contraceptives and to sterilization!

"They have threatened and succeeded in bringing enough pressure to bear on hospitals and other medical facilities so that to this day, despite the fact that abortion is a perfectly legal process, hundreds and hundreds of hospitals will not perform the procedure!

LOOEAMONG'S AGENTS REFUSE TO PROVIDE ALTERNATIVES

"And they will continue to threaten; and they will succeed, unless and until they are stopped. And they must be stopped, stopped from threatening and cajoling without ever offering any constructive solutions or workable alternatives. Would they have us return to the days of illicit backroom abortion mills? To the days of illegal and unobtainable contraceptives and sterilization? (As in Catholic Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, Belgium and in Catholic South America?) They refuse to provide alternatives to abortion such as birth control, sterilization techniques and sex education. They refuse to recognize that a large percentage of women seeking abortions are the very young and the very poor. In short, they refuse to recognize the very needs and problems of our society and by their refusal they threaten each of us.

"Who stands against this reactionary coalition? The National Organization for Women, NOW, stands as a major nationwide organization with a concerted program to beat the well-funded efforts of the Roman Catholic hierarchy and the other anti-choice forces.
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"By joining NOW you not only lend your urgently needed support to this fight, but also to NOW's other continuing battles for women's rights in employment, education, credit and representation in government, and the Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution. Whenever women are denied their rights NOW's 700 state and local chapters go into action using the resources and power of 50,000 active members. And basic to all women's rights is the right of the woman to control her reproductive life... Yours for human justice."

Eleanor Smeal, President
National Organization for Women
PO Box 7813, Washington, D.C. 20044

If abortion is a crime, it's a crime as old as humanity itself! Women have been aborting pregnancies -- with or without their partner's consent -- ever since the separation of the sexes back in early Lemurian times two or three million years ago! So neither Secular nor Sacred legislation of the Church is going to stop it. Proof of this is in the home of the Roman Catholic Church, Italy. There, authorities say, there are over one million illegal abortions a year! In France, another Roman Catholic dominated nation, the number of illegal abortions per year is even higher; so the back-alley-butcherly goes on, and on, and on. The Church's Right-to-Life fanatics blind themselves to these statistics. But the vile elemental god from the moon, Looeamong, doesn't! He thrives on blood, misery, despair, degradation; and the actions of the National Conferences of Bishops in Italy, France, Spain and Portugal insure that such negative emotions are generated in millions of women, thus helping Looeamong to sustain his control over millions of devotees.

Where was the Right-to-Life movement during the ten years of war in Vietnam? Protestant ministers helped lead the war protests in Washington, and some priests and nuns were among the protesters; but where was the National Conference of Bishops? Only thunderous silence! Relieved occasionally by Cardinal Spellman, who called himself the Vicar of our armed forces in Vietnam and continually visited there to exhort our soldiers to kill Communist and Buddhist heretics, and to save the Church's vast properties from expropriation. This is why the Right-to-Life movement of the Church has no moral force. Even more important is the Right-to-Death, when the Bishops need hordes of religious fanatics to fight its holy wars against the infidels. This Jesuit sophistry is not lost on thinking men and women here in the United States.

Bring abortion out into the open by public financing, expose it for what it is to public gaze. Only then can we bring about improved economic and social conditions which will bring population growth under control, make every baby a wanted baby, and guarantee the child the food, clothing, shelter and education necessary to make him or her a useful and productive citizen of our nation.
In Memoriam

George W. Van Tassel
A Primary Energy Pioneer Passes On

Life on the earth plane ended for George Van Tassel on 9 February 1978. Borderland science researchers and associates, virtually all of whom met Van personally at some time, will be keenly aware of a large gap in our ranks.

Van is already an historic figure in the unfolding drama of UFOs. His pioneering intradimensional communication via telepathy proved that you don't need radiotelephones to contact the Ethereans. The flood of advanced technical data that these beings channeled through Van was its own verification of authenticity. Modern exobiology still hasn't got the message.

Sensitive enough to carry on this intradimensional communication, Van was also tough enough to put the information before his fellow humans. He stood up to all the ridicule, insults and derision that the malignantly stupid visit upon all true servants of the human race. Van withstood as well the pioneer's challenge of loneliness, perhaps the most appalling burden of all and certainly the least understood.

Van was both sensitive and tough. The Integratron builder wrote beautiful songs. He was square and circle at the same time.

His practical strivings centered on the Integratron. He was able to bring this project to the verge of completion before his passing. He has left us knowing that the Integratron can and will be completed by qualified associates and his widow, Dorris.

Borderland Science Research Foundation salutes George Van Tassel for his service to life, and wishes him well in his new appointment.

— Trevor James Constable
GIANT ROCK MEMORIES

George Van Tassel hosts his 1966 convention

A typical Giant Rock "cloud"

The Integratron

To help complete the Integratron, send contributions (tax deductible) to George W. Van Tassel Integratron Memorial Fund, P. O. Box 3867, Landers, CA 92284
"ETHER-TECHNOLOGY: A RATIONAL APPROACH TO GRAVITY CONTROL"

"One of your Associates suggested I call your attention to my privately printed book, 'Ether-Technology', which has been very well received in England and her former colonies, and elsewhere in Europe where experiments already conducted are presently under evaluation by Japanese interests, by Messerschmidt-Bolkow-Blohm in West Germany, which is closely associated with Sud Aviation in France, of SST-Concorde fame.

"From what I have been able to learn about Victor Schaubeger's (implosion vortex) model and the writings of his engineer son, who is still working in Austria, I am certain Victor stumbled more or less by accident upon the Ether-propulsion mode when his first model went through the ceiling of the aircraft hangar. However, this occurred by the end of the war (World War II) and certainly was not used in any kind of secret weapon. Nor has it been used ever since, to my knowledge.

"The U.S. Navy has presumably already used Radionics for the experimental location of submarines. I learned this recently while in London. LtCol Tom Bearden, Army Missile Center, Huntsville, Alabama has a new book which should stir up interest in that sort of thing."

Rolf Schaffranke
Virginia Beach, Virginia

Mr. Schaffranke writes under the pen name Rho Sigma. His book is published at $5.75 a copy by Tarnhelm Press, PO Box 7, Lakemont, Georgia 30552. We are adding a copy to the BSRF Reference Library and look forward to studying it ourselves. We remind you of the BSRF brochure, No. 2-Q, on Victor Schaubeger's Ether-motor, "Implosion Instead of Explosion", illustrated, $2.00

"VITALITY TRANSFUSIONS" VIA RADIONICS

"The Pathometric Journal is really fantastic! The concept of Vitality Transfusions described therein is really something, and could probably be done with a Copen Mark II or EVP, if one could figure a method. Enclosed is $7.50 for which send me the other Hieronymous material and keep me posted about other such things you reprint."

S.S., Park Forest, Illinois

"PATHOCLAST INSTRUCTION BOOK MODEL IX-C"

The "other Hieronymous material" the Illinois Associate refers to is the instruction book for the Pathoclast radionic instrument, widely used by Chiropractors, Osteopaths and M.D.s in the 1940s and early 50s. We understand the instrument was designed originally by Dr. J.W. Wigelsworth and improved upon by T. Galen Hieronymous and others. It bears no resemblance to the mineral analyser patented by Mr. Hieronymous. Our Spiritual Mentors on the Higher Astral Planes, Solar Pitris!, saw to it that
that the Pathoclast Instruction Manual was placed in our hands for eventual reproduction and availability to those interested in reviving research in this New Age therapy of Radionics. The catalog number is BSRF 33--E. This is the perfect companion piece to BSRF No. 33-- D "The Pathometric Journals" offered in the March-April Journal. The Pathoclast Manual offers some very revealing insights into the science of Radionics itself, especially on the malfunctions and re-balancing of the glands, the force-centers in the body. It also has diagnostic rates, of course, and diagrams of the Pathoclast instrument and how it works. BSRF 33-E 102 pages, 8½x11, illustrated with old pix. . . . . . . $7.50

BSRF NO. 8 - F: PROBERT SEANCE MEMORANDA Nos. 11 & 12, Oct. 30, 1948 through Jan. 19, 1949. Controls: Lao Tse, the Yada di Shite, Arakashi, Charles Lingford, Temple Dancer, Theresa Vandenberg, Prof. Luntz, Ramon Natalli, the Raja Natcha. Subjects Discussed: Archangels of the Low Etheric, Pronunciation of Om, the Basques, Cleansing Breaths, Christ's Second Coming, the Fall into dense matter or form, Healing with Color, Homosexuality, Huna, Illness from Color, Jesuits Provoke War, Jesus and REbirth, Killed by Emotion, Larynx and Sex, Meat Eathing, Failure in Meditation, Opening the Psychic Door, Priestcraft, the Roman Catholic Church, the Self Knows All, Value of Silence, Stalin, Sin Against the Holy Ghost, Virgin Birth, Atomic Bomb, Christian Science, Occult Schools, Mental Healing, Psychic Force, Rainbow City. . $2.50

BSRF No. 24 - K: PSYCHIC SELF-DEFENSE, PART I, "Pre-Conditions For Attack". Lesson Fifteen in our serieson the Cabala goes deeply into the obsessive ideas, the neuroses and the psychoses which open us to psychic attack. Illustrated. . . $2.50

--- CALIFORNIANS ADD 6% SALES TAX ---